Your information,
your rules
A secure collaboration platform for sensitive and
classified research and content

Security and productivity are
critical to your organisation
One of the biggest issues facing organisations in a digital
age is how to securely share and collaborate on classified
information.
Foreign actors and cyber criminals are targeting this
information, which can threaten national security and lead to
financial and reputational harm. In a digital age collaboration
is required to provide organisations with the complete picture
for increased productivity and efficient research outcomes.

Kojensi is the most secure way to
collaborate digitally
Kojensi is a PROTECTED cloud service that enables
organisations to securely share and collaborate on classified
information.
Kojensi’s industry leading attribute based security model
(ABAC) makes the Kojensi platform unique. User and
document attributes control the flow of information and
facilitate secure sharing within and between organisations
such as Universities, Government, Defence and Industry.

Keep documents secure

Documents and file access
are controlled by attributes
including security classification,
country and organisational
releasability.

Ensure compliance

Kojensi is hosted locally by an
ASD-certified PROTECTED cloud
provider. Kojensi is also PSPF
and ISM compliant.

Increase productivity

Kojensi provides a suite of
collaboration features, each
designed to improve
productivity.

For more information visit:

www.kojensigov.com

Collaborate with anyone

Kojensi allows you to
securely share large files and
collaborate between and within
organisations.

Intuitive collaboration delivering the complete picture, quickly
Users of Kojensi can create, share and co-author documents in real-time, all in a secure and intuitive platform.

Distributed Administration

There are no super users inside of Kojensi,
you control the data you create or upload
and who you share it with.

Secure External Collaboration

Collaborate within your organisation
and with other organisations
at different security levels.

Secure Online Editing

Security Controls and Settings

Create, share and co-author documents,
tracking your changes as
you go.

Use the security controls to decide who
will access your documents/files, including
security level, organisation and country.

Search and Discoverability

Document and File Version Control

Control whether documents/files are
private or discoverable in search, by adding
markings for discoverability.

A fully integrated content and records
management system allows you to retain
and access all versions of a document or file.

Get started with Kojensi today

Available from archTIS or
through the DTA’s
Cloud Marketplace

Ready to use, with
minimal setup
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Intuitive to use for you, your
colleagues and partners
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